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1. INTRODUCTION

Proton pumps are central players in bioenergetics1 and con-
vert light or chemical (e.g., oxygen reduction) energy into the
electrochemical concentration gradient of protons across a
membrane. Although three-dimensional structures for several
proton pumps have become available with crystallography, many
key questions regarding their working mechanism remain un-
answered due to the difficulty of directly observing protons in
these complex macromolecules. For example, all proton pumps
require a group that transiently stores a proton, which is released
at a later stage of the catalytic cycle; such a group is referred to in
the literature as a proton storage/release group (PRG) or a
proton loading site (PLS). The precise location and chemical
identity of the PRG/PLS are often difficult to resolve. In the
arguably most intricate proton pump, cytochrome c oxidase,2�4

for example, several proposals have been put forward for the
identity of the PLS, which include an amino acid side chain,5 a

propionate group in a heme cofactor,4 and some potentially
strongly coupled titratable groups.3,6

Bacteriorhodopsin (bR), a well-studied light-driven proton
pump,7 is another system for which the identity of the PRG has
been hotly debated over the years. Under physiological condi-
tions, following the first proton transfer from the Schiff base to
Asp85, a proton is released to the extracellular side during the
L-to-M transition. This released proton does not originate from
Asp858 but from a residue initially termed as XH, which in recent
literature9 has been referred to as the PRG. The initial sugges-
tions for the PRG were the highly conserved Glu204 and/or
Glu194, based on FTIR studies of Glu204Gln and Glu204Asp
mutants10,11 and pKa analysis for Asp85;12 indeed, a short
distance (less than 3 Å, Figure 1) between the Glu204 and
Glu194 side chains for both the bR ground- and L-state crystal
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ABSTRACT: Identifying the group that acts as the proton storage/loading site is a
challenging but important problem for understanding the mechanism of proton
pumping in biomolecular proton pumps, such as bacteriorhodopsin (bR) and
cytochrome c oxidase. Recent experimental studies of bR propelled the idea that
the proton storage/release group (PRG) in bR is not an amino acid but a water
cluster embedded in the protein. We argue that this idea is at odds with our
knowledge of protein electrostatics, since invoking the water cluster as the PRG
would require the protein to raise the pKa of a hydronium by almost 11 pKa units,
which is difficult considering known cases of pKa shifts in proteins. Our recent
quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) simulations suggested an
alternative “intermolecular proton bond”model in which the stored proton is shared
between two conserved Glu residues (194 and 204). Here we show that this model
leads to microscopic pKa values consistent with available experimental data and the
functional requirement of a PRG. Extensive QM/MM simulations also show that, independent of a number of technical issues, such
as the influence of QM region size, starting X-ray structure, and nuclear quantum effects, the “intermolecular proton bond”model is
qualitatively consistent with available spectroscopic data. Potential of mean force calculations show explicitly that the stored proton
strongly prefers the pair of Glu residues over the water cluster. The results and analyses help highlight the importance of considering
protein electrostatics and provide arguments for why the “intermolecular proton bond” model is likely applicable to the PRG in
biomolecular proton pumps in general.
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structures is consistent with the idea of trapping a proton
between these two residues.13,14 More recent analysis of the IR
spectra for wild-type (WT) bR and a collection of mutants,15,16

however, led to the refutal of Glu194/204 as possible candidates
for the PRG because the expected spectral shifts in carboxylate
groups upon Glu deprotonation were not observed for the L-to-M
transition in WT bR. Instead, the authors noted the decay of a
continuum band near 2000 cm�1 during the formation of the M
state, and the continuum spectral feature was reminiscent of the
IR signature of protonated water clusters.17 Accordingly, it was
proposed that the proton is stored on a water cluster trapped in a
region surrounded by Glu194, Glu204, and Arg82.15,16

Although the idea of invoking a water cluster as the PRG was
novel and received indirect support from several previous com-
putational studies,18,19 we note that the underlying energetic
basis is in dire contrast with the general knowledge about protein
electrostatics. For a motif to serve as an effective PRG in a proton
pump, it needs to maintain a fairly high pKa (>7) in the relevant
functional state. The pKa of a hydronium in solution is∼�1.7, thus
the water cluster model requires the protein to raise the pKa of an
Eigen or Zundel ion by as much as 9 pKa units (or 11.4 pKa units
using the measured pKa of 9.7 for the PRG in bR9,20,21), which is
very difficult given known examples of pKa shifts in proteins.22,23

With a single acidic residue such as Glu or Asp, which has a standard
pKa∼4.0, shifting the pKa to the measured value of 9.7 for the PRG
is very demanding, considering the fact that thePRGneeds to be in a
fairly polar environment so that the proton can be picked up/
released in the relevant phase of the functional cycle; for example,
even putting Glu/Asp into the hydrophobic core of staphylococcal
nuclease typically raises the pKa by less than 4 pKa units!

23

These considerations led us to investigate the PRG issue using
extensive quantummechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM)
simulations24 with an efficient approximate density functional
theory (SCC-DFTB25) or the popular B3LYPmethod as theQM
level. Both SCC-DFTB/MM simulations26,27 at the nanosecond
scale and B3LYP/MM simulations at the picosecond scale
pointed to a consistent molecular picture in which the PRG
consists of both Glu194/204 residues with the stored proton
delocalized between the corresponding side chains. Although

this “intermolecular proton bond” 28 model of the PRG led to IR
signatures and structural features consistent with available ex-
perimental observations (see discussions in ref 24), the discus-
sion above highlights that it is crucial to directly address the
energetic basis of the model by explicitly computing the micro-
scopic pKa of the putative PRG, which is an important task for the
current work. Along this line, we note that the previous con-
tinuum electrostatics calculations that invoked a titratable Zun-
del ion (H5O2

+) between the two Glu residues (Glu 194, Glu
204) did not reproduce the experimental pKa for the PRG.
Instead of the value of 9.7,9,20,21 the calculations predicted that
the excess proton is held up to a pH of 15 or more,18 which was
rationalized by the lack of side-chain sampling during continuum
electrostatics calculations. Therefore, a microscopic pKa calcula-
tion using explicit free energy simulation is required. Moreover,
since the two Glu residues and nearby water molecules are
strongly coupled, a QM/MM potential is also necessary in the
microscopic pKa calculation, which has become possible in
recent years.27,29,30

In addition to the issue of microscopic pKa, additional features
of the PRG have been brought to light by new experimental
studies. First, time-resolved FTIR analysis31 showed that, at pH 5,
when proton release is expected to be slowed, the protonation of
Glu194/204 is visible (∼1706�1720 cm�1) during the rise of
theM state; since no significant spectral features in this region are
observed at pH 7, it was concluded that neither Glu194 nor 204 is
protonated in the ground state. Moreover, the ground-state
crystal structures of several mutants (Glu194Asp, Glu204Asp)
were solved, which showed different positions for water mol-
ecules and Arg82 as compared to the WT. These structures were
interpreted to reflect different stages of the ground-state to
M-like transition that ultimately leads to the release of the stored
proton. In another interesting study, Kandori and co-workers
observed that the characteristic continuum band at ∼1800�
2000 cm�1 disappeared at low temperature (∼230 K),32 which
was explained by the conjecture that proton release at low tempera-
ture is inhibited in the M state (thus, the continuum feature cancels
out between the M- and ground-state spectra). Whether this is the
only interpretation needs to be explored at the molecular level.

Figure 1. Structural features of the proposed proton release group region10,11,15,16 in X-ray structures of wild-type bacteriorhodopsin. (a) Spatial
location of key residues and water molecules in the PRG region based on a ground-state bR structure (PDB code: 1C3W). The retinal chromophore is
shown in the transparent line form; water molecules resolved in the X-ray structure are shown as spheres. (b) Comparison of various X-ray structures for
bR in the L state for the PRG region: 1E0P in orange, 1O0A in green, 1UCQ in blue, 1VJM in cyan, and 2NTW in magenta. (c) Comparison of various
X-ray structures for bR in the ground state for the PRG region: 1C3W in orange, 1QHJ in green, 1KGB in blue, 1IW6 in cyan, and 1C8R inmagenta. The
structures are generated using VMD (Humphrey, W.; Dalke, A.; Schulten, K. J. Mol. Graphics 1996, 14, 33�38).
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These recent experimental findings have been interpreted
mostly in terms of a protonated water cluster between the
Glu194/204 pair and Arg82, which was thought to form the
PRG.16 The model with the shared proton between the Glu194/
204 pair, on the other hand, has been shown to reproduce most
spectroscopic data and is also in good agreement with X-ray
structural data concerning the distance between the Glu’s.24

However, recent classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
with a classical hydronium ion (H3O

+, i.e., not dissociable) stuck
between Glu194 and Glu204 showed that the resulting average
distance between Glu194 and Glu204 is only slightly (by 0.7 Å)
longer than that in the ground-state crystal structure, suggesting
that the protonated water cluster model is not in severe contrast
to X-ray crystallography data.

Therefore, both models are, to a varying degree, in agreement
with the spectroscopic and structural data (though it is unclear
whether a hydronium stuck between the pair of Glu’s leads to a
continuum band), and other factors have to be investigated to
shed additional light. In this work, we show that (i) the energy
difference for the two models is quite large, favoring the shared
proton model, which explains why the proton leaves the water
cluster very quickly during QM/MM simulations; (ii) the large
pKa value of the PRG can be successfully computed using the
shared proton model, while this is questionable for the proto-
nated water cluster model; and (iii) the shared proton model
appears to be qualitatively consistent with the observed tempera-
ture and pH dependence of the continuum band. As emphasized
above, distinguishing the protonated water cluster and “inter-
molecular proton bond” models is not a simple semantic issue,
and the two models, despite their seemingly small structural
differences, have significantly different energetic properties.

In the following, we first summarize computational methods
and models; we take this opportunity to also address a number of
technical issues, such as the influence of starting crystal structure
for simulation for a given state, the size of the QM region, and
nuclear quantum effects. In section 3, we present the results of
simulations and discuss their significance in the context of PRG
identity. Finally, we draw a few conclusions in section 4.

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

2.1. Gas-PhaseModels. In this work we use the approximate DFT
method SCC-DFTB25 and one of its recent extensions.33,34 SCC-DFTB
is derived from DFT by a second-order expansion of the DFT total
energy, and it has been shown that this expansion has to be extended to
third-order when molecules with localized charges are involved.34,35

This concerns in particular proton affinities of acids, as studied here. To
enable a direct comparison of the second- and third-order SCC-DFTB
method25,27,33 used in this work to high-level ab initio results, we study
several simple gas-phase models for the PRG. In particular, we aim to
compare proton affinities of these models with the excess proton either
on water or shared between the Glu side chains; it is important that
SCC-DFTB captures the correct trend as compared to high-level DFT
and ab initio calculations. The smaller model (M1) contains the side
chains of Glu194/204, three active-site water molecules, and an excess
proton (for the protonated state); the larger model (M2R) contains in
addition the side chain of Arg82; and the largest model (MLR) further
includes water molecules and other small molecules (e.g., methanol) to
mimic the hydrogen-bonding environment of the Glu pair in bR. For the
protonated state of each model, the excess proton is either delocalized
between the Glu side chains or constrained to be on a water molecule
that bridges the two Glu side chains. Some atoms in the model Glu or

Arg are fixed in space so that the relative orientations of the model “side
chains” mimic that in the crystal structure (based on 1UCQ36 for the
protonated state and on 2NTW37 for the deprotonated state). To avoid
proton transfers in the gas-phase environment (e.g., from “Arg82” to
“Glu204”), the N�H bond distances in the model Arg82 and O�H
bonds in the hydronium are constrained to their values optimized for
isolated species. Other details of the SCC-DFTB and ab initio calcula-
tions are summarized in the footnote of Table 1; optimized structures
are included in the Supporting Information.
2.2. Stochastic Boundary Setup and Initial Protein Struc-

ture. Equilibrium simulations of the PRG region with a stochastic
boundary condition and explicit solvent are carried out using the
CHARMM program (c32a2 version).38 Starting from the crystal struc-
ture (see below), hydrogen atoms are added with HBUILD.39 All basic
and acidic amino acids are kept in their physiological protonation state,
except Asp96 and Asp115, which are known to be protonated in the
ground and L states.9 The protein atoms are described with the all-atom
CHARMM force field for proteins,40 and the water molecules are
described with the TIP3P model.41 The all-trans-retinal with protonated
Schiff base is used for the ground-state simulations, while a 13-cis
conformation is used for the L-state simulations; they are treated using
force field parameters taken from refs 42 and 43. Water molecules are
added to the system following the standard protocol of superimposing
the system with a water sphere of 25 Å radius (see section 2.3 for
additional discussions). In all cases, the system is partitioned into a 22 Å
inner region centered at the Nε atom of Arg82, while the rest of the
protein is treated as the outer region within the framework of the
generalized solvent boundary potential (GSBP) approach.44 Newton’s

Table 1. Proton Affinity (kcal/mol) of Active-Site Cluster
Models from Different Levels of Theorya

SCC-DFTBd

modelb B3LYP BS1c MP2 BS2c second-order DFTB3-diag

M1:Glu_pair 422.6 (�0.8) 423.4 440.6 (17.2) 431.5 (8.1)

M1:hydronium 411.1 (�0.7) 411.8 422.6 (10.8) 415.2 (3.4)

M2R:Glu_pair 356.1 (2.1) 354.0 366.3 (12.3) 355.6 (1.6)

M2R:hydronium 336.3 (0.4) 335.9 345.5 (9.6) 335.5 (�0.4)

MLR:Glu_pair 335.9 (5.6) 330.3 347.5 (17.2) 338.5 (8.2)

MLR:hydronium 323.3 (1.3) 322.0 332.8 (10.8) 326.0 (4.0)
aValues without parentheses are calculated proton affinities (zero-point
energy and thermal corrections not included); those with parentheses
are deviations from the MP2 result. bThe smaller model (M1) contains
the side chains of Glu194/204, three active-site water molecules, and an
excess proton (for the protonated state); the larger model (M2R)
contains in addition the side chain of Arg82; and the largest model
(MLR) further includes water molecules and other small molecules (e.g.,
methanol) to mimic the hydrogen-bonding environment of the Glu pair
in bR. For each model, the label “Glu_pair” indicates that the excess
proton is delocalized between the Glu side chains in the protonated
state, while “hydronium” indicates that the excess proton is constrained
to be on a water molecule that bridges the two Glu side chain (for
optimized structures, see Supporting Information). The structures have
been fully optimized at the respective level of theory, except for the
following: for M1, MP2 uses B3LYP/BS1 optimized structures; for
M2R/MLR, both MP2 and B3LYP use B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) optimized
structures, and MP2 energies use BS1. cBS1 is 6-311++G(2d,2p), and
BS2 is the “G3Large” basis set used in G3 calculations (see, for example,
http://chemistry.anl.gov/compmat/g3theory.htm). d Second-order in-
dicates the standard SCC-DFTB approach;25 DFTB3-diag indicates the
third-order extension of SCC-DFTB,34 including the on-site contribu-
tion from the fitted Hubbard derivative and the modification in γXH
(“set 5” in ref 33).
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equations of motion are solved for the MD region (within 18 Å), and
Langevin equations of motion are solved for the buffer region (18�22 Å)
with a temperature bath of 300 K.45 All water molecules in the inner
region are subjected to a weak GEO-type restraining potential to keep
them inside the inner sphere with the MMFP module of CHARMM.
The GEO restraining potential is in the form of a quartic polynomial on
each oxygen atom in water: kΔ2(Δ2 � VP), where Δ = r � roff; k is the
restraining quartic force constant (0.5 kcal/(mol 3Å

4)), r is the distance
of the oxygen from the center of the simulation sphere, roff is the cutoff
distance (22.0 � 1.5 = 20.5 Å) below which the GEO restraint is set to
zero, and VP is an offset value taken to be 2.25 Å

2. These parameters lead
to a restraining potential on water that smoothly turns on at 20.5 Å,
reaches a well at 21.5 Å with a depth of �0.625 kcal/mol, and then
quickly rises to be repulsive beyond 22.0 Å. All protein atoms in the
buffer region are harmonically restrained with force constants deter-
mined directly from the B-factors in the PDB file.45 Langevin atoms are
updated heuristically during the simulation to consistently treat protein
groups and water molecules that may switch regions during the simulation.
Nonbonded interactions within the inner sphere are treated with an
extended electrostatics model, in which groups beyond 12 Å interact as
multipoles.46 The entire system is heated gradually to 300 K and
equilibrated for ∼150 ps prior to the production simulations.

To account for the electrostatics between the inner- and outer-region
atoms and the effect of bulk solvation, GSBP is used.44 The static field
due to outer-region atoms, ϕs

o, and the reaction field matrix, M, are
evaluated using Poisson�Boltzmann (PB) calculations using a focusing
scheme that places a 56 Å cube of fine grid (0.4 Å) into a larger 132 Å
cube of coarse grid (1.2 Å). The inner-region charge density is expressed
using the first 20th-order spherical harmonics with a total of 400 basis
functions. The membrane environment is treated implicitly using a
dielectric model with dielectric constant of 2.0 and membrane thickness
set to 35 Å. The optimized radii reported by Roux and Nina47,48 are
adopted to define the solvent�solute dielectric boundary. Dielectric
constants of 1.0 and 80.0 are used for protein and solvent, respectively.

As starting structures for the simulations, the X-ray structure with
PDB code 1C3W49 (1.55 Å resolution) is used for the ground-state
simulations, while 1UCQ36 (2.4 Å resolution) and 2NTW37 (1.53 Å
resolution) are used for the L-state simulations. In our recent study24 of
the L state, the 1UCQ structure was selected because it has nearly
identical structural features for the region of interest compared to other
X-ray structures that have been unambiguously assigned to the L kinetic
state. The most distinct feature in the 2NTW structure is the much
expanded distance between Glu194 and Glu204 (3.8 vs 2.6 Å in 1UCQ,
see Figure 1). However, the authors themselves stated that “some of the
changes resemble those in M2, although smaller in magnitude”;37 in
other words, the 2NTW structure exhibits structural signatures of L as
well as plausibly early M state. Nevertheless, the most stringent test of
the “intermolecular proton bond” model would be to start the simula-
tion using the 2NTW structure with the protonation pattern for Asp85
and retinal consistent with the L state and observe whether the same
proton-mediated configuration of the Glu194/204 pair is formed; this is
an important motivation of the current study.

It is worth stressing that all the crystal structures employed for the
ground- and L-state simulations in this study have a cytoplasmic
orientation of Arg82. In a separate work,50 we have shown that the Arg82
side chain changes its orientation from cytoplasmic to extracellular upon
deprotonation of the Schiff base and concurrent protonation of Asp85 in
the early M state. This destroys the pentagonal hydrogen-bonded network
above Arg82, with two water molecules moving toward Asp212 and
Tyr57, and with Asp85 and Asp212 getting closer to each other. The
extracellular rotation of Arg82 also causes Glu194 to reorient toward
Tyr83, thus increasing the separation betweenGlu194 andGlu204, a key
reason for the drop of the PRG’s pKa as illustrated below. Arg82
movement also seems to allow additional water molecules from the

bulk to enter the PRG region. For additional details, please refer to
ref 50.
2.3. Water Molecules in the Active Site. The number of waters

in the PRG region of bR is a contentious issue. Although it is generally
agreed that at least three waters are present in the PRG region based on
the ground- and L-state X-ray structures, the QM/MM-CPMD studies
by Marx et al.19 added a fourth water to the ground-state (1C3W)
structure based on the observation from a different X-ray structure
(1QHJ51). In all of our WT simulations initiated with three water
molecules in the PRG region,24 two “bulk” water molecules were con-
sistently observed to enter this region during the nanosecond simula-
tions, suggesting that the PRG region is flexible enough to accommodate
additional waters.

To better understand the stability of extra waters, Grand Canonical
Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations52 are carried out for both the L- and
ground-state bR structures. All water molecules within 10 Å of Arg82 are
subjected to GCMC equilibration while keeping the protein fixed. An
important technical issue related to GCMC simulations is the choice of
the excess chemical potential for water (μex), since it is not clear what is
the most appropriate value of μex with a specific protein force field.
Following the work of Roux et al. on the KcsA channel,52 we chose a
value of μex =�5.8 kcal/mol, although a range of μex values from�6.5 to
�5.4 kcal/mol have been reported for the TIP3P water model.41 All five
waters in the PRG region are found to be stable during GCMC
equilibration. In total, GCMC simulations predict eight water molecules
within the 10 Å region around Arg82 in the L state, six of which have
been resolved in the X-ray structure (for both 2NTW and 1UCQ); for
the ground state, nine water molecules are found to be stable during
GCMC simulations within the 10 Å region around Arg82 in the 1C3W
structure, seven of which are resolved in the X-ray structure. The
difference between 1C3W and 2NTW/1UCQ is that an extra water
molecule between the carboxylic groups of Asp85 and Asp212 is
resolved in 1C3W. Collectively, these GCMC simulations suggest that
five waters can reside in the PRG region of bR. For the purpose of our
study, it was observed that initiating SCC-DFTB/MM simulations with
both three and five waters as part of the QM region leads to similar IR
spectra in the region of interest, suggesting that the delocalization of the
stored proton and the corresponding IR spectra are not significantly
perturbed by the number of waters in the PRG.
2.4. QM/MM Setup. In our recent study,24 results from SCC-

DFTB25/MM26,27,53 and B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)/MM were compared,
and very similar trends were observed. In this work, we focus on SCC-
DFTB/MM simulations since long (nanosecond scale) simulations are
required to observe potential structural transitions in the key Glu pair
starting from the 2NTW structure; extensive sampling is also important
for converging IR spectra calculations. As in our previous study, the
third-order extension33 of SCC-DFTB25 plus the modification of the γ
function for atom pairs involving hydrogen, which were found to be
important for improving proton affinity and hydrogen-bonding interac-
tions, respectively, are used as the QM level for both the ground- and
L-state simulations. As shown by benchmark calculations using B3LYP
andMP2 as references for active-site models (for details, see Supporting
Information and Table 1), SCC-DFTB is appropriate for the current
problem.

Simulations with different regions treated as QM are compared to
explore the sensitivity of the result (e.g., distribution of the excess proton
and IR spectra) to the size of the QM region. Unless explicitly stated, the
simulations use the same QM region as in our recent study,24 which
includes the side chains of bothGlu194 andGlu204 along with five water
molecules in the PRG region. A substantially larger QM region (∼170
atoms) is also tested, which further expands to include all side chains
within hydrogen-bonding distance of the pair of Glu residues and the five
water molecules (Arg82, Tyr83, Asp85, Ser193, Asp212, Lys216, and the
retinal plus another four water molecules). Simulations with the smaller
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QM region are carried out for 2 ns, and at least three independent
trajectories are carried out for each setup. For the larger QM region
setup, which is muchmore expensive, simulations are carried out for 400
ps. To explore the temperature dependence, simulations are carried out
at 300, 230, and 170 K with the smaller QM region and the L-state
structure; given the similar results observed for the ground- and L-state
simulations (see below), we expect similar behaviors for the ground state.

The QM/MM boundary (between the Cα and Cβ of the QM amino
acids) is treated using link-atoms with the divided frontier charge
scheme;54 previous systematic benchmark calculations54 suggest that
this scheme is satisfactory, especially when the MM atom at the QM/
MM frontier has very small charges, which is the case here (Cα has a
charge of 0.07).
2.5. Microscopic pKa Calculations. The pKa calculations for the

Glu194/204 pair are carried out using a thermodynamic integration
approach within the dual topology single coordinate (DTSC) scheme.30,55

As discussed in previous work, the dominant contribution to the free
energy of deprotonation relative to a well-defined solution reference
(acetic acid in the current work) is from the electrostatic free energy
change (ΔGE 3 PRG(H/D)) associated with converting the acidic proton to
a dummy atom (D) that interacts with the environment only through
van der Waals and bonded terms, i.e., the transformation from
E 3 PRG�H to E 3 PRG

�1 �D, where E represents the protein. The
corresponding free energy derivative is given by

∂ΔGE 3 PRGðH=DÞ
∂λ

¼ ÆUE 3 PRG
� 1�D

elec ðXE 3PRGðH=DÞÞ

� U
E 3 PRG�H
elec ðXE 3 PRGðH=DÞÞæλ ð1Þ

which represents the QM/MM energy difference averaged for a specific
coupling parameter λ using the same set of coordinates (XE 3 PRGH) for
both protonation states, E 3 PRG�H and E 3 PRG

�1�D. The total
electrostatic free energy contribution (ΔGE 3 PRG(H/D)) is determined
by integrating the converged free energy derivatives (∂G/∂λ) over
λ from 0 to 1. Specifically, five λ windows are used (0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
and 1.0). Since ΔGE 3 PRG(H/D) is electrostatic in nature, the free energy
derivatives depend very linearly on λ, despite the structural variations
observed in the PRG region as λ varies (see discussions in section 3). To
carefully monitor the statistical and sampling errors and reproducibility
of the microscopic pKa simulations, multiple independent trajectories
have been carried out. For each set of pKa simulations, the average free
energy derivative value for a particular λ is determined using a block
averaging scheme.56 The amount of simulation identified as the equili-
brating phase, the number/size of blocks for the equilibrated data, the
statistical average, and the error for different λ values are summarized in
Table S1 in the Supporting Information.With the similar DTSC-TI- and
QM/MM-GSBP-based protocols, the microscopic pKa value for Asp85
in bR has been successfully calculated in a recent study57 as an important
validation.

The QM region for the pKa calculations is the same as that for the
spectra calculations; previous studies on several systems30,57�59 indicate
that a QM/MM description for the interaction between a titratable
group and its environment provides a good approximation, especially for
pKa shift calculations. An important modification here to the original
DTSC-TI scheme55 concerns the treatment of the bonded term for the
acidic proton. In previous studies,30,55 the bond between the acidic proton
and the heavy atom is constrained using SHAKE.60 In the current case,
however, to allow the delocalization of the acidic proton between theGlu
pair, a soft harmonic term (with a force constant of 25 kcal/(mol 3Å

2) and
an equilibrium distance of 0.96 Å) is applied between the acidic proton
andOε2 of Glu204. Our previous simulations found that the proton has a
higher distribution near Glu204 than Glu194 (also see below). More-
over, the potential of mean force (PMF) results below show that the free
energy of localizing the proton to one of the Glu residues is only slightly

larger than 1.0 kcal/mol at 300 K. Therefore, the computed pKa is not
expected to be very sensitive to the precise value of the harmonic potential.

To further improve the quantitative accuracy of the computed pKa

values, we have carried out additional single-point B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)/
MM calculations using snapshots from the trajectories collected at the
SCC-DFTB/MM level; 500 structures are used for the two end-states
(λ = 0, 1), and the correction over the SCC-DFTB/MM free energy
results is computed on the basis of a second-order cumulant expansion.30,57

These single-point corrections account for two sources of systematic
errors associated with SCC-DFTB-based calculations: proton affinity
and QM/MM interactions. As shown in previous studies of titratable
groups in the interior of a protein,30,57 the magnitude of B3LYP/MM
correction can be substantial when the titratable group has a very
different local environment compared to the bulk solution, or when
the titratable group is chemically distinct from the solution reference.
Otherwise, such as for the microscopic pKa calculation for Asp85 in bR,
the magnitude of correction is fairly small, on the order of 1 kcal/mol.57

In the current case, we expect that B3LYP/MM mainly corrects for the
relative proton affinity errors between an acetic acid and a protonated
Glu pair at the SCC-DFTB level.

In addition to the ground- and L-state simulations described above,
we have also carried out microscopic pKa calculations for a model of the
“early M state”. This structure was generated in our recent study of the
movement of Arg82 in bR by changing the protonation states of the
Schiff base and Asp85 to neutral in the K-state structure 1M0K.61 With
this structure, 20 MD simulations were performed, and six of them
showed an extracellular rotation of Arg82. This reorientationwas coupled to
the breakage of the hydrogen-bonded network at the extracellular side of
the Schiff base and happened within 300 ps after the breakage was
observed. The Arg82 movement itself took about 50 ps to complete.
Snapshots taken from one set of simulation where Arg82 rotated were
used to set up the pKa calculations. In principle, other crystal structures
(e.g., those for the M or L states) can also be used as the template. Here
we used the K state as the template to be sure that the conformation of
the protein best resembles the conformation immediately after the first
proton transfer. For additional discussions, see ref 50.
2.6. IR Spectra from Classical Molecular Dynamics and

Ring Polymer Molecular Dynamics Calculations. For the
various bR systems, the IR spectrum is computed by the Fourier transform
of the classical dipole autocorrelation function (FT-DAC),62,63

Icl ¼ 1
2π

Z ∞

�∞
dt exp½ � iωt�Æμ~ð0Þ 3 μ~ðtÞæ ð2Þ

Within this framework, the absorption coefficient is given by

αqc ¼ 4π2ω

3VpcnðωÞ

" #
ð1� expð � βpωÞÞQ qcðωÞIclðωÞ ð3Þ

where V is the sample volume, c the speed of light, and n(ω) ≈ 1 the
refractive index of themedium. To partially account for the quantum effects
due to nuclear motion (e.g., the delocalized proton between Glu194 and
Glu204), an ad hoc harmonic quantum correction factor (Qqc)

64,65 is used,

Q qc ¼ βpω

½1� expð � βpωÞ� ð4Þ

Among the various proposed quantum correction factors,65�67 the harmo-
nic correction factor has been shown64 to be effective for improving the IR
intensities (but not the frequencies) of floppy molecules with large an-
harmonicities.

With this correction, the theoretical absorption coefficient simplifies to

αqcðωÞ ¼ 4π2ω

3VpcnðωÞ

" #
βpωIclðωÞ ð5Þ

To construct the IR spectra, SCC-DFTB/MM simulations are carried
out on the nanosecond scale using a time step of 0.5 fs to properly
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sample the high-frequency vibrational modes in the system. The choice
is based on careful benchmark studies on protonated water clusters68

where a 0.5 fs time step was found to be sufficient to produce reliable IR
results for the ∼2000 cm�1 region. No SHAKE constraint is applied to
any bond. The coordinates andMulliken charges of QM atoms are saved
at each step, from which the dipole moment and dipole autocorrelation
function are calculated. The IR spectrum for the QM region is computed
by the Fourier transform of the dipole autocorrelation function collected
from SCC-DFTB/MM trajectories with a Blackmann filter to minimize
noise; multiple independent simulations are carried out for statistical
significance. In Fourier transform analysis, 8192 points in the time
correlation function are included, which results in a frequency resolution
of about 8 cm�1 in the power spectrum.

An important technical issue for the calculation of the dipole auto-
correlation function concerns the choice of the coordinate origin because
the QM region has a net charge of �1; it is well known that the dipole
moment is origin-dependent for systems with a net charge. In the con-
text of IR spectra calculations, we expect that the origin dependence is
small since the spectral region of interest is at fairly high frequency
(∼2000 cm�1). This is because a coordinate transformation would lead
to a constant shift in the dipole moment (�QΔR, where Q is the total
charge and ΔR is the displacement vector for the coordinate trans-
formation); upon Fourier transform of the dipole autocorrelation
function, the effect on the calculated IR spectra is small, except for the
spectral region that corresponds to the frequency of the coordinate
origin fluctuation. We show this explicitly in the Supporting Information
by comparing the IR spectra from SCC-DFTB/MM simulations using
three different coordinate origins: the center of charge (COC), the
center of mass (COM) for the QM atoms, and the geometric center
(GO) of the entire system; they give very consistent results.

Since the delocalization of the stored proton between Glu194 and
Glu204 is important to the continuum band in the IR spectra, it is of
interest to examine the influence of nuclear quantum effects. To this end,
we have carried out ring polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD)69,70 on a
model system that contains two propionates bonded with a delocalized
proton. Detailed discussions of the computational setup and results are
included in the Supporting Information. The key point is that including
nuclear quantum effects has a relatively minor impact on the continuum
band at both temperatures of interest (300 and 170 K). Therefore,
although it would be straightforward to carry out QM/MM RPMD for
bR, we do not find it compelling to do so.
2.7. Potential of Mean Force (PMF) Calculations. Although

one can compute the microscopic pKa for a protonated water cluster
model to compare with the result for the Glu pair model, it is more direct
to compute the PMF for the proton transfer from the protonated water
cluster to the Glu pair. We do not include nuclear quantum effects in
such PMF calculations; although a quantum PMF can be computed
using, for example, path-integral simulations,71 the effect of proton
quantization is partially (fortuitously) reflected because proton-transfer
barriers are underestimated by popular DFTmethods,72 including SCC-
DFTB.26 The PMF calculations are done for both the ground- and
L-state bR, and the state with the proton on the water cluster mimics that
studied in ref 31, i.e., with a hydronium bridging twoGlu side chains. The
reaction coordinate, r, is taken to be the distance of the stored proton
from the oxygen atom of the hydronium, and it is sampled in the range of
1.0�3.1 Å employing nine windows and force constants ranging from 50
to 300 kcal/mol 3Å

2, ensuring sufficient overlap between the windows.
Each window consists of 200 ps of equilibration and 900 ps of data
collection. The statistics of r are converted into a PMF using the WHAM
algorithm.73To further confirm that the results do not depend sensitively on
the choice of the QM region, another set of calculations is carried out (for
both ground and L states) with a larger QM region which further includes
the side chains of Tyr83 and Ser193; this choice ismade since these two side
chains directly interact with the side chains of Glu194/204.

To characterize how temperature impacts proton delocalization
between Glu194 and Glu204, PMF calculations are also performed for
the L state at different temperatures; since calculations in this work show
that the ground and L states are very similar in the PRG properties, the
delocalization PMF calculations are not repeated for the ground state.
The reaction coordinate in these PMF calculations is the asymmetric
stretch coordinate (δ) involving the shared (stored) proton and side-
chain oxygen on Glu194/204; i.e., δ = rOE194H�rOE204H, where rOE194/E204H

is the shortest distance between the shared proton and Glu194/204.
Umbrella sampling74 simulations are used to sample δ in the range from
�0.8 to 0.8 Å with an increment of 0.2 Å and a force constant of 50 kcal/
(mol 3Å

2). For each temperature, nine windows are used, with each
window consisting of 200 ps of equilibration and 600 ps of data collection.

As explained below, we find that the proton PMF is influenced by the
orientation of the Ser193 side chain, which can either hydrogen bond to
Glu204 or the main chain of Pro77. The preference to these orientations
appears to be temperature dependent. Therefore, PMF is also calculated
for the orientation of Ser193 side chain at different temperatures, using
the reaction coordinate, δ0 = rOP77HS193

�rCE204HS193
, where OP77 refers to

the backbone carbonyl oxygen of Pro77,HS193 the hydroxyl hydrogen of
Ser193 side chain andCE204 the carboxylate carbon of Glu204 side chain.
δ0 is sampled in the range from�4.0 to 2.4 Å with an increment of 0.4 Å
and a force constant of 50 kcal/(mol 3Å

2). For each temperature,
17 windows are used, with each window consisting of 150 ps of
equilibration and production runs that range from 600 ps to 1.2 ns
(longer simulations for lower temperatures).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we first briefly discuss a pair of gas-phase
models for the PRG to establish the accuracy of SCC-DFTB for
the problem of interest, and then we discuss the impact of several
technical issues on the results for the protein simulations
(structure and IR spectra of the PRG), which include starting
crystal structure and the size of the QM region; discussions on
the nuclear quantum effects are included in the Supporting
Information. Next, we discuss microscopic pKa calculations for
the PRG and the proton-transfer PMF between the water cluster
and the Glu pair. Finally, we present simulation results for the tem-
perature dependence and compare to recent experimental studies.
3.1. Gas-Phase Models. As shown in Table 1, the proton

affinity (PA) is substantially higher for the Glu pair than the
water cluster; without Arg (i.e., M1), the difference in PA is
∼11 kcal/mol at theMP2 level, it increases to∼18 kcal/mol with
M2R, and the value is ∼8 kcal/mol for the largest model,MLR.
At the SCC-DFTB levels, the absolute PA values depend on the
parametrization, although the qualitative trend is properly cap-
tured with both parametrizations tested here. For example, with
the standard second-order SCC-DFTB,25 the absolute PAs are
too large, especially for the Glu pair with M1; at the qualitative
level, on the other hand, the trend is consistent with MP2 and
B3LYP calculations. When third-order terms are included, as
discussed in previous work,27,33,35 the PAs are much improved;
for modelM2R, even the absolute errors are at the same scale as
B3LYP as compared to MP2. The errors in absolute PAs appear
larger in MLR, although we note that for large cluster models,
small differences in both the strength and geometry of non-
covalent interactions between the many components of the
model tend to accumulate and complicate the comparison between
different methods. Nevertheless, we note that the SCC-DFTB
results with the third-order extension are close to the B3LYP
values, which also have considerable difference as compared to
MP2. Therefore, missing dispersion interactions in SCC-DFTB
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and popular functionals may make a notable contribution for
large QM models; indeed, calculations using functionals with
improved descriptions of dispersion (e.g., M0675 and B97D76)
give values closer to MP2 (data not included). However, results
for the gas-phase models clearly indicate that the SCC-DFTB
approach we use here is adequate for distinguishing the relative
stability of different PRG models; most importantly, as shown
below by the PMF calculations, the relative stability of different
PRG models in the protein environment is much larger than the
systematic errors in SCC-DFTB revealed by the gas-phase model
calculations.
Another point worth mentioning is that, although proton

delocalization between the Glu side chains is essential to the
continuum spectral feature,24 it is not crucial to the PA. For
example, localizing the proton onto one of the Glu residues by
constraining the O�H distance to be 0.98 Å in the geometry
optimization for the protonated state of the Glu pair leads to a
change of only ∼1 kcal/mol in the calculated PA. This is also
consistent with the relatively flat PMF profile for the proton
motion between the two Glu side chains at 300 K (see below).
3.2. Impact of Starting Crystal Structure and Size of the

QM Region. 3.2.1. Effects of Starting Crystal Structure. In our
recent work,24 where the 1UCQ structure was used to initiate the
QM/MM MD simulations, we observed in all cases (regardless
of the initial location of the stored proton or level of QM) that the
stored proton moved out of the water cluster and became
delocalized between Glu194 and Glu204 oxygens within ∼10
ps of initiating the simulations. One could argue that this rapid
proton delocalization is intrinsic to the 1UCQ crystal structure,
in which the Glu pair was found to be spatially very close (see
Figure 1). Therefore, we have carried out SCC-DFTB/MM
simulations using a more recent structure (2NTW37) reported
at 1.53 Å resolution. Even though the 2NTW structure is con-
troversial (see section 2.2), the choice of the structure is
motivated by the fact that it has the best resolution among all
available L-state structures. In the reported 2NTW X-ray struc-
ture, the shortest distance between Glu194 and Glu204 is 3.8 Å,
and Glu194 is within hydrogen-bonding distance (2.7 Å) of
Tyr83. If delocalization of the stored proton betweenGlu194 and
Glu204 can still occur, then it clearly suggests that the inter-
molecular proton bond is, in fact, an energetically stable arrange-
ment.
In five independent sets of simulations of ∼2 ns each, the

2NTW-based SCC-DFTB/MM simulations exhibit features
similar to those of the 1UCQ-based trajectories: the stored
proton is unstable on the water cluster and immediately hops
onto one of the glutamates. Following the initial hop, the side
chain of Glu194 reorients itself toward Glu204 upon breaking its
hydrogen-bonding interaction with Tyr83, which allows the
proton to become shared between Glu194 and Glu204. As
shown in Figure 2, reorientation of the Glu194 side chain and
eventual formation of the intermolecular proton bond take about
200 ps, which is difficult to achieve with ab initio-based QM/MM
simulations; this again highlights the unique value of the SCC-
DFTB/MM approach. A snapshot of the PRG region is shown in
Figure 3b; similar to the 1UCQ simulations (Figure 3a), two bulk
waters are observed to diffuse into the PRG region during the
nanosecond-scale simulations. The histograms for key distances
in the PRG region further show that the 2NTW-based simula-
tions are consistent with those based on 1UCQ (compare
Figure 4 panels a and b); the only major difference is that the
distance between Glu204 and the stored proton has a broader

distribution with the 2NTW-based trajectories, which is not un-
expected considering the larger initial distance between Glu204
and Glu194.
Apart from the simulations for the L-state, we have also carried

out simulations for the ground state of bR using the 1C3W
structure to directly compare our simulation results with the
CPMD-QM/MM study by Marx et al.,19 where the 1C3W
structure was used as well. Similar to the L-state simulations,
the stored proton moves out of the water cluster and becomes
delocalized between Glu194 and Glu204 oxygens as shown in
Figure 3c. The distance histograms in Figure 4c show very similar
behaviors compared to the L-state simulations.
Another point of interest concerns the degree of spatial deloca-

lization of the stored proton and water molecules near PRG at
finite temperature. As shown in Figure 5a using the 1UCQ
simulation at 300 K as an example (other simulations give qualita-
tively very similar results), the stored proton is delocalized be-
tween the Glu194/204 pair, and there is little overlap between its
distribution and the water distribution, confirming that the stored
proton is not stable on the water cluster. Concerning the position
of water molecules near PRG, it is clear that they sample quite a
number of locations at finite temperature, especially the one near
Tyr83 and one of the water near Arg82. In Figure 5b, we overlap
the water distribution from MD simulations (based on the last
1.5 ns of one 2 ns long trajectory with coordinates saved every
1000 MD steps), the average protein configuration, and several
crystal structures. In terms of the protein configuration, it seems
that the simulation using the smaller QM region gives a some-
what different orientation for the guanidinium part of the Arg82
side chain, which is farther away from the Glu194/204 pair
compared to the crystal structures for the ground-state WT
(yellow) and mutant (orange/red) structures; we note, however,
that the Arg82 side chain actually spans a fairly broad set of con-
figurations in the simulation, including those resolved in the
crystal structure (see Supporting Information and discussions
below). As to the water distributions, the simulations are largely
consistent with the crystallographic results, although as noted
earlier, two additional water molecules enter the PRG region
during the simulation; it is possible that only three watermolecules
have been resolved in the crystal structure because of the

Figure 2. Plot showing the change in Glu194(Oε2)�Glu204(Oε2)
distance as a function of time for the 2NTW structure. The side chain
of Glu194 reorients itself toward Glu204 upon breaking its hydrogen-
bonding interaction with Tyr83, which allows Glu194 and Glu204 to
come close to each other, ultimately resulting in the sharing of the stored
proton.
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relatively high mobility of water molecules, which leads to weak
diffraction signals. Furthermore, protein crystals are grown under
low humidity and high salt conditions. Therefore, it is not un-
common that the water molecules resolved by crystallography
provide only a lower limit to protein hydration (also see additional
discussions in the Supporting Information).
Consistent with the similar structural features, the calculated

IR spectra also resemble each other. As shown in Figure 6, all
three sets of simulations (1UCQ, 2NTW, and 1C3W) lead to
reasonably similar IR spectra, especially for the 1800�2000 cm�1

region of interest here. Both 1UCQ and 1C3W simulations tend
to give a broader continuum band that has non-negligible
intensity between 2000 and 2500 cm�1 (shown as an inset for
the ground-state spectrum in Figure 6c), while the continuum
band from the 2NTW model does not carry significant intensity
beyond 2000 cm�1. This is likely because the 2NTW simulations

contain a significant fraction of the trajectory in which the two
Glu residues are far apart (see Figure 2).
In short, regardless of the initial crystal structure used for

either the ground or L state of bR, the QM/MM simulations
show a consistent picture in which the stored proton does not
reside on the water cluster in the PRG region but is delocalized
between the highly conserved pair of Glu residues. This proton de-
localization leads to the broad diffuse band in the 1800�2000 cm�1

region, in qualitative agreement with experiments.15,16

3.2.2. Effects of the QM Region Size. Since experimental studies
using different mutants have indicated that the hydrogen-bonding
network in the PRG region is essential in stabilizing the stored
proton,15 it is a legitimate concern that the results of QM/MM
simulations may depend on the choice of the QM region. There-
fore, we have carried out simulations with amuch largerQMregion
that includes all residues within hydrogen-bonding interaction

Figure 3. Snapshots of the PRG region from SCCDFTB/MM simulation, showing that the stored proton is shared between Glu194 and Glu204 side
chains. (a) L-state 1UCQ structure, (b) L-state 2NTW structure, and (c) ground-state 1C3W structure. Although the simulations are initiated with three
water molecules in the active site based on the X-ray structure, two water molecules are consistently observed to move to the region during the
nanosecond time scale simulation (also see Supporting Information).

Figure 4. Histograms for key distances involving the stored proton and Glu194/204 side chains from SCCDFTB/MM simulations for (a) L-state
1UCQ, (b) L-state 2NTW, and (c) ground-state 1C3W. The distance variation clearly demonstrates that the stored proton is almost equally shared
between the two Glu residues.
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with the PRG, which contains as many as 170 atoms (see section
2.4). In Figure 7a, we show the overlap of the average structure
from such large QM-region simulations with that from our
previous 1UCQ simulations, which employed the smaller QM
region (Glu pair plus five nearby water molecules), as well as
with the crystal structure (1UCQ). Clearly, the QM/MM
simulations with different QM regions give very consistent
active-site structural features, such as the orientation of Tyr83
and Arg82, as well as the distribution of water molecules in the
PRG region; these structural features are also consistent with
those seen in the crystal structure. The agreement between the
Arg82 side-chain configuration and the crystal structure is even
better with the larger QM region simulations. Importantly, the
large QM region simulations also lead to proton delocalization
between the conserved Glu pair, although the O�H distance
distribution for Glu194 is shifted to lower values compared to
the smaller QM region results (compare Figures 4 and 7b). The
calculated IR spectrum (Figure 7c) is qualitatively similar to the
spectra calculated using the smaller QM region (Figure 6),
although the continuum bands appear to be narrower, which
might be considered consistent with the higher distributions of the
excess proton being localized onto Glu194 in the large-QM simula-
tions; on the other hand, we also note that the expensive large-QM
calculations have much limited sampling (200 ps production run),
which may have contributed to the difference from smaller QM
region results.
The results so far have confirmed that the key features of

the intermolecular proton bond model for the PRG24 is not
sensitive to several technical details, such as size of the QM
region, the starting crystal structure, or the nuclear quantum
effects (see Supporting Information). Therefore, in the following
discussions, we will use 1UCQ as the starting crystal structure
unless stated otherwise and the smaller QM region (Glu pair plus
nearby water molecules), and we do not explicitly include nuclear
quantum effects in the calculations.

3.3. Microscopic pKa Calculations for the PRG. The experi-
mental value of 9.7 for the pKa of the PRG is not based on a direct
measurement but inferred from the complex titration curve of
Asp85 during the L-to-M transition.9,20,21 Specifically, two transi-
tions were observed, where the transition at low pH (pKa ∼2.6)
was interpreted to reflect the deprotonation of Asp85. The
second transition at high pH (pKa ∼9.5�9.7) was explained
by suggesting that the deprotonation of the PRG increases the
pKa of Asp85, which further shifts the equilibrium in favor of the
deprotonated Asp85.
We have carried out microscopic pKa calculations for both the

ground- and L-state bR, using 1C3W and 1UCQ as the starting
crystal structure, respectively; for the L state, two independent
sets of simulations have been carried out to verify the reprodu-
cibility of the results. As shown in Table 2, the three sets of
calculations give rather similar results. Without the B3LYP/
MM correction, the calculations lead to pKa’s of ∼15; with the
B3LYP/MM corrections (see section 2.5), the microscopic pKa

values fall to ∼11, which should be considered to be in very
encouraging agreement with the experimental estimate of 9.7.
These rather high pKa values are consistent with the expectation
that a stored proton stabilizes the two otherwise negatively
charged Glu residues in proximity. The fact that the ground
and L states have similar calculated pKa values is consistent with
the observation that they share very similar local structures in the
PRG region.
It is interesting to examine the structural changes in the PRG

region during the titration simulations. As shown by the snap-
shots from different λ windows (Figure 8), the most apparent
structural variations involve the key Glu residues. As λ increases,
the charges on the two Glu side chains become increasingly
negative, and the repulsion between them becomes stronger. As a
result, the Glu residues start to repel each other, and the stored
“proton” becomes more localized on Glu194. In the limit of
λ = 1.0, the two Glu side chains become fully negatively charged;
thus, Glu194 reorients to become stabilized by Tyr83 through

Figure 5. Distribution of water and the stored proton from 300 K L-state simulations. (a) Distribution of the stored proton (in green) overlapped with
those of water molecules in the active site. (b) Comparison of water distribution from the simulation to positions (indicated by large spheres) identified
in several ground-state crystal structures (yellow; WT, 1C3W; orange, Glu204Asp mutant, 2WJK; red, Glu194Asp mutant, 2WJL). Also shown are key
side chains from these ground-state crystal structures and the average structure from the L-state simulation (in dark blue); note that the guanidinium
group of Arg82 samples a fairly broad set of configurations during the simulation (see Supporting Information).
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hydrogen-bonding interactions. These somewhat expected but
nontrivial structural variations highlight the value of microscopic
pKa calculations since it is nontrivial to select an effective dielectric
constant for the PRG region in a continuum electrostatic model,
explaining the difficulty for continuum electrostatic calculations18

to reproduce the measured pKa for the PRG.
As another independent validation of themicroscopic approach,

we have computed the pKa for the PRG when Arg82 has
isomerized to the configuration observed in the M state. Since
the proton is released in the M state, the expectation is that the
PRG’s pKa is lowered below 7, due largely to the electrostatic
interaction with Arg82. This is supported by the calculations (see
Table 2); with the B3LYP/MM corrections, the predicted pKa in
the “early M” configuration is 6.1.
In short, the microscopic pKa calculations further illustrate

that the intermolecular proton bond model for the PRG is
consistent with not only experimental spectra but also energetic
(pKa) constraints.
3.4. Potential of Mean Force for Proton Transfer between

the Water Cluster and the Glu Pair. The calculations so far
indicate that, regardless of the initial location of the stored
proton, it prefers to be delocalized between the pair of Glu

residues rather than the water cluster, which suggests that the
driving force for proton transfer from water to the Glu pair is
likely significant. This is explicitly supported by the PMF results
shown in Figure 9. In both the ground- (1C3W) and L-state
(1UCQ) simulations, and independent of the QM region size,
the configuration with the proton on the water is not even a local
minimum on the PMF, and it is more than 15 kcal/mol higher
than the low-energy segment of the PMF, which corresponds to a
shared proton configuration. The plateau around r ≈ 2 Å cor-
responds to configurations with larger Glu pair separations and
also different hydrogen-bonding patterns, especially concerning
Glu194. The most important point revealed by the PMF is that
the energetic difference between the two PRG models is not
small and much larger than the systematic errors in SCC-DFTB
revealed in the gas-phase benchmark calculations.
3.5. Temperature Dependence of Proton Delocalization

and IR Signature. As mentioned in the Introduction, an inter-
esting experimental observation is that the continuum band dis-
appeared as the temperature was lowered to∼230 K, which was
interpreted as proton release being inhibited at low temperature,
due perhaps to the limited flexibility of the protein;32 bR is
known to undergo a dynamic transition at ∼230�250 K.77,78

Figure 6. Computed IR spectra for theWT bacteriorhodopsin from SCC-DFTB/MM simulations. The IR spectra for the QM atoms, Glu194/204 side
chains, the stored proton, and three/five water molecules treated with SCC-DFTB are shown. The spectral region of importance is highlighted in blue.
(a) L-state (1UCQ), (b) L-state (2NTW), and (c) ground-state (1C3W). For the ground-state spectrum, the inset shows the region between 1500 and
2500 cm�1.
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Although this interpretation is plausible, especially considering
that the M state of bR was shown to evolve to the N state upon
increasing the temperature above 250 K,32 we use simulations
here to explore what effects temperature has on the PRG region
and whether there is an alternative interpretation to the proposal
in ref 32. In this context, we note that, given the limitations of
nonpolarizable force field (e.g., the thermodynamically most
stable phase of ice for the TIP3P model at its normal melting
point is ice II instead of ice Ih; the normal melting point for
TIP3P at which ice II melts is 210 K, whereas ice Ih melts at
146 K,79,80 as compared to the experimental normal melting
point of 273.15 K; however, also see ref 81) and the GSBP
framework, we do not anticipate a quantitative mapping between

the temperature dependence in simulation and in reality. The
main goal is to explore, at a qualitative level, how reduction in
protein/solvent mobility perturbs the local environment of the
PRG and therefore its spectroscopic feature.
For the 230 K simulations, the results are similar to those at

300 K for both structural and spectral features (also see below).
Among the independent trajectories we have carried out under
170 K, however, we note that two types of behaviors can be
observed which lead to different spectroscopic features in the
region of interest: the continuumband either has intensity similar to
that in high-temperature simulations (Figure 10a) or is substan-
tially quenched (Figure 10b, note that the continuum band did
not fully disappear). Analysis of the trajectories indicates that the

Figure 7. Results from the large-QM region simulations. (a) Comparison of the active-site geometries from the QM/MM simulations with different
QM sizes to the L-state structure (PDB code 1UCQ). Color code: the small QM region (same as that in our previous study24) in red; the larger QM
region (see section 2.4) in blue; the L state in green; and the stored proton fromQM/MM simulations is represented as a white sphere. (b) Histograms
for key distances involving the stored proton and Glu194/204 side chains. (c) Corresponding IR spectra out of 200 ps of production simulation
(400 ps in total), which is substantially shorter than the smaller-QM region simulations and therefore not as well converged. The continuum band in the
1800�2000 cm�1 region is highlighted in blue.
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key structural origin for the difference seems to be the orientation
of Ser193 side chain, which is hydrogen-bonded with either
Glu204 (Figure 10c) or the main-chain carbonyl of Pro77
(Figure 10d). In the former case, the negative charge of Glu204 is
better stabilized by Ser193, and the stored proton is more equally
shared between Glu204 and Glu194; with this hydrogen bond
lost in the latter case, the stored proton is more localized on
Glu204. Since we showed in previous work that the continuum
feature arises due to the delocalized nature of the stored
proton,24 it makes sense that the continuum feature is much
weaker when proton is largely localized on Glu204.
To better quantify the degree of proton delocalization, we

have computed the PMFs for the proton between the Glu pair at
different temperatures. As evident from Figure 11a, the PMFs at
both 230 and 300 K show that the stored proton energetically

favors being midway between the Glu residues. On the other
hand, the free energy bias over being localized on one of the Glu
residues (local minima near δ = �0.7 and 0.7) is only on the
order of 1.5�2 kcal/mol; the PMF also indicates that it is slightly
more favorable to localize the proton on Glu204 than Glu194,
which is consistent with the distance histograms in Figure 4a.
At 170 K, the proton PMF looks qualitatively different with the

two Ser193 orientations (Figure 11a).When Ser193 is hydrogen-
bonded with Glu204 (referred to as the “in” orientation), the
PMF is qualitatively similar to those at higher temperatures,
except that localization onto Glu194 becomes substantially less
favorable. When Ser193 is flipped out to hydrogen-bond with the
carbonyl of Pro77, the minimum of the proton PMF is shifted to
a substantially larger δ value (∼0.5), which indicates that the
stored proton is largely localized on Glu204 rather than deloca-
lized between the Glu pairs, consistent with the spectroscopic
features discussed above.
Natural questions at this point are whether and why alternative

Ser193 orientations are observed only in low-temperature simu-
lations. To this end, we have computed the PMF for Ser193
reorientation at different temperatures. As shown in Figure 11b,
the PMF favors the “in” orientations at all three temperatures
studies here, although the “out” orientation becomes more similar
to the “in” configuration in stability as temperature decreases. For
example, at 300 K, the “out” configuration is hardly a local
minimum and∼4.5 kcal/mol higher than the “in” configuration;
this is consistent with both current QM/MM and previous
MM simulations31,82 with Ser193 engaged in a stable hydro-
gen-bonding interaction with Glu204, prompting the idea31,82

that Ser193may act as a gate to prevent premature proton release
(though see discussions in section 4 below). At 170 K, the “out”
configuration is less than 1 kcal/mol higher than the “in”
configuration and therefore becomes fairly accessible; in fact,
in one trajectory, both “in” and “out” configurations have been
sampled, and, interestingly, the continuum band intensity also
gets substantially quenched in this trajectory (see Supporting
Information).
To better understand why the “out” configuration is somewhat

better stabilized at the low temperature, we analyze the structural
and solvation features of Ser193 and Pro77. The results suggest
that the level of solvation for the backbone of Pro77 is notably

Table 2. Results for pKa Simulations in bRa

L-state, set 1 L state, set 2 ground state “early M” statec

∂ΔG/∂λ|0.0 215.0(1.0)b 216.8(1.5) 217.1(1.2) 215.0(1.0)

∂ΔG/∂λ|0.25 176.3(1.2) 178.1 (0.8) 179.1(1.4) 175.3(1.1)

∂ΔG/∂λ|0.5 142.5(1.1) 142.3(1.2) 143.1(1.2) 138.5(1.0)

∂ΔG/∂λ|0.75 110.5(0.9) 112.3(1.0) 112.5(1.1) 108.5(0.9)

∂ΔG/∂λ|1.0 83.3(1.2) 84.0(0.6) 81.2(1.2) 71.3(0.5)

ΔG 145.5(0.99)d 146.7(0.99) 146.0(0.99) 140.2(0.99)

pKa 10.6 11.0 11.4 6.1
aThe final pKa is computed using the calculated pKa shift relative to an
acetic acid in solution (i.e., 0.73� the difference between ΔG shown
here and the value calculated for an acetic acid in solution), whose
experimental value is 4.8;88 the values include correction using single-
point B3LYP/6-311+G**/MM energy calculations at 500 SCC-DFTB/
MM geometries at two end states (λ = 0,1) with a second-order
cumulant expansion. bThe free energy derivatives (∂ΔGE 3 PRG(H/D)/∂λ)
are given in kcal/mol; the values in parentheses are statistical errors (see
Supporting Information about statistical analysis of the pKa calculations).
cA model for the “early M” state by equilibrating after modifying
the protonation state of the retinal and Asp85 (see section 2.5).
dComputed on the basis of the linear fit of the free energy derivatives vs
λ and subsequent integration over λ; the value in parentheses is the R2

for the linear fit.

Figure 8. Snapshots fromSCCDFTB/MMpKa calculations for the L state (set 1, see Table 2) showing the structural features of the PRG region: (a) λ= 0.0,
(b) 0.5, and (c) 1.0. As evident, the stored proton is shared between the Glu194/204 pair in the protonated state (λ = 0.0), while in the λ = 0.5 window the
stored proton is preferentially localized onGlu194. In the deprotonated state (λ = 1.0) where the acidic proton has been converted into a dummy atom (with
only van der Waals and bonded terms), the side chains of the two Glu residues move away from each other due to electrostatic repulsion.
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lower in 170 K simulations, while those at 230 and 300 K are
fairly similar (see Figure 11c). Indeed, among five independent
trajectories (10 ns in total) at 170 K, a water penetrates to bridge
Ser193 and Pro77 only twice for very short intervals. An indirect
support of this is the observation from our simulation that, when
an additional water is placed near Pro77 (e.g., by using a snapshot
from 300 K simulation instead of the crystal structure to start the
simulation at 170 K), the distance between Ser193 and Pro77
side chains becomes too large compared to the crystal structure
collected at very low (∼100 K) temperature; e.g., the value is
between 4.5 and 5 Å, as compared to 3.6 Å in 1UCQ. Hence,
since the presence of a water-bridging Pro77 and Ser193 is
unfavored, because they are closer and less solvated than at high
temperatures, it seems reasonable that the movement of Ser193
to an “out” configuration to hydrogen-bond with Pro77 is more
favored at low temperature. Regarding a direct comparison of the
temperature dependence of the continuum band from simula-
tions and experiment, we note that previous neutron scattering
experiments indicated that a dynamic transition of bR in purple
membrane occurs around 230�250 K,77,78 and Kandori et al.
interpreted their 230 K experimental condition as below the
dynamic transition temperature. Considering the limitations in
the force field, it is perhaps more appropriate to take the simulation
results at 170 K, as those characterize the behavior of bR at a
temperature below the dynamic transition. If so, the current
simulation results are qualitatively consistent with the notion
that the protein and solvent dynamics are substantially per-
turbed at such conditions83 that local solvation structure and
therefore spectral features of the PRG are also altered;
however, considering the limitations of the force field, this
observation remains a speculation and needs to be tested
experimentally. The current results, nevertheless, highlight an
additional factor that may contribute to the temperature depen-
dence of the continuum band.32

4. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The problem of PRG in bR provides an unique opportunity to
combine a large body of diverse experimental data and state-of-
the-art computations to define the identity of an unconventional
functional motif that likely exists in many proton pumping
systems. As highlighted in the Introduction, although the proto-
nated water cluster and “intermolecular proton bond”models for
the PRG in bR look somewhat similar in structural terms, they are
very different from an energetic perspective. The protonated
water model requires the protein to raise the pKa of a group by
almost 11 pKa units, which is at odds with our general knowledge
of protein electrostatics.22,23 By contrast, a high pKa is obtained
when a stored proton is shared between two acidic residues even
in polar environments (as required by the function of PRG), such
as in various “proton sponges”.84 By breaking apart the two acidic
residues through rearranging the hydrogen-bonding network
(e.g., moving Arg82 down in bR), the pKa of the motif is readily
shifted to the normal range of a single Glu/Asp, which is an
ingenious way of triggering proton release from the PRG.

The extensive calculations reported in our previous study24

and here, based on both SCC-DFTB/MM and B3LYP/MM
simulations as well as multiple crystal structures for the ground
and L states, strongly suggest that the proton is stored on the pair
of conserved Glu residues and not on the water cluster, con-
sistent with the above energetic argument. Most explicitly, the
PMFs for the proton transfer from water cluster to the Glu pair
show that, in both ground and L states, the stored proton strongly
prefers the Glu pair over the water cluster. In other words,
although nearby water and polar residues provide the proper
electrostatic environment and therefore critically modulate the
energetic properties of the Glu pair, the stored proton is explicitly
delocalized only between the Glu side chains in the ground and
L states. This “intermolecular proton bond” model gives a key
spectroscopic signature (continuum band in the range 1800�
2000 cm�1) and temperature dependence that are in qualitative
agreement with experiments from two research groups for the
WT bR and several mutants (Glu204Asp, Glu194Asp, and
Ser193Ala;24 the interpretation for the Arg82Gln mutant is
complicated by the fact that the mutant structure can be sub-
stantially different from the WT since a critical charge in the
region is removed); we note, however, that the interpretation of
the temperature dependence is not yet unambiguous, consider-
ing the limitations of the force fields. The microscopic pKa cal-
culated for the PRG is also consistent with the experimental value.

In recent IR studies,15,31 it was emphasized that spectroscopic
feature (1706�1720 cm�1) for the protonated Glu194/204 in
the ground-state bR (or, more precisely, the difference between
ground- and M-state spectra) was observed not at pH 7 but at
pH 531 during the L-to-M transition. The interpretation of the
observation was that protonation of Glu194/204 occurs only
during the L state, which becomesmore visible at pH 5 due to the
delay in proton release. Furthermore, on the basis of the move-
ments of the Arg82 side chain and water in the PRG region as
observed in two ground-state mutant structures relative to the
WT, it was further argued that the “downshift” of the stored
proton from thewater cluster in the ground state to theGlu194/204
pair in the L statewas due to a combination of electrostatic and steric
effects associated with these movements.

How do our simulation results fit in with these experimental
observations? Regarding the lack of spectroscopic signature
of a protonated Glu194/204 in the ground-state bR under

Figure 9. Potential of mean force for the proton transfer from the water
cluster to the Glu pair in the PRG region of bR. The “small QM” set
includes the side chains of Glu194/204 and nearby water molecules as
the QM region (as that in our previous study24), and the “inter(mediate)
QM” set further includes the side chains of Tyr83 and Ser193. The
reaction coordinate (r) is the distance between the stored proton to the
oxygen in a hydronium that bridges the two Glu side chains.31 Representa-
tive snapshots from different umbrella sampling windows (r≈ 1 and 3.0 Å)
are shown for the ground-state simulations.
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physiological pH, one possible explanation was provided in our
previous study.24 We showed that the strong hydrogen-bonding
interaction between the two Glu side chains through the stored
proton makes the carbonyl stretches significantly red-shifted,
very much below the expected region (1706�1720 cm�1); a
larger model calculation further supports this (see Supporting
Information). This explains why no band in 1706�1720 cm�1

was detected at pH 7 (also see below). Regarding the pH 5
observation, there is also an alternative interpretation. At pH 5,
the proton release is delayed, which is in fact qualitatively consistent
with our calculated pKa for the PRG in an early M state (6.1 in
Table 2) and the experimental observation that the band near
1706�1720 cm�1 arises as theM state accumulates.31 Since theGlu
pair is already broken in the (early) M state, the stored proton is
localized onto Glu204, which has a characteristic carbonyl stretch in
the 1706�1720 cm�1 region. In other words, the band observed at
pH 5 corresponds to a singly protonated Glu204 rather than a pair
ofGlu’swith a shared proton; this bandwas not observed at pH7 for
the M state because the proton is released in M at this pH.

Concerning the role of the Arg82 movement and “downshift”
of the stored proton onto the Glu pair, although our pKa

calculations support the idea that Arg82 movement is crucial
for reducing the pKa of the PRG, our simulations also show that
the proton delocalization between the Glu pair does not require
any significant downshift of Arg82. In fact, relative to the WT bR
crystal structures in the ground and L states, the Arg82 side chain
is found to shift slightly upward in our simulations to interact
with Asp212 (which was also observed in previous CP2K/MM
simulations85), and proton delocalization between the Glu pair still
occurs (see the Supporting Information for additional discussions).

These discussions highlight the importance of establishing the
proper spectral assignments for a singly protonated Glu/Asp vs a
carboxylate pair with a shared proton, for which thorough com-
parisons of experiments and high-level calculations for model
systems28 will be useful. Along this line, isotopically labeling the
oxygen in Glu’s will be helpful for identifying carbonyl bands for
the Glu pair with a shared proton in bR (see additional discus-
sions in the Supporting Information). Therefore, a future experi-
ment that may help distinguish the two PRG models is to use
18O-substituted Glu’s to explore whether there are carbonyl
bands that clearly correspond to a Glu pair with a shared proton.
Another possibility, if it is experimentally feasible for amembrane

Figure 10. IR spectra and active-site structure/water distribution from simulations for the wild-type L state at 170 K. Panels on the left represent results
for trajectories in which Ser193 is engaged in a hydrogen-bonding interaction with Glu204 (the “in” configuration of Ser193); panels on the right
represent results for trajectories in which Ser193 is engaged in a hydrogen-bonding interaction with the backbone carbonyl of Pro77 (the “out”
configuration of Ser193).
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protein, is to use 17O NMR on 17O-labeled Glu194/204 and
compare to QM/MM calculations.86 The shared proton is ex-
pected to cause a major perturbation of the chemical shift of the
Glu oxygens, while the pattern of perturbation is expected to be
different if the proton resides on the water molecules (see the
Supporting Information for model calculations). These isotopic
substitutions are expected to provide much more direct informa-
tion than solvent 18O effects, which are very small in magnitude32

and therefore difficult to interpret or compute with any currently
available methods.

Finally, we briefly comment on the “proton diode” model
proposed in recent studies,31,82 which argued that Ser193 can
serve as a gate to prevent premature release of the stored proton
and also ensure the vectorial nature of bR. Although this is clearly
an interesting and visually attractive model, and our QM/MM
PMF simulations also find that Ser193 forms a favorable hydro-
gen bond with Glu204 under physiological condition, the “pro-
ton diode” model appears to emphasize the role of water con-
nectivity between the bulk and PRG over the role of protein
electrostatics in regulating the pKa of key groups. In our opinion,
the latter is even more important because it correlates directly
with the thermodynamic driving force for the proton release.
In the ground state and L state, the pKa of the PRG is much
higher than 7; therefore, proton release is inhibited, even if the
PRG is solvent accessible, as shown by L-state MD simulations
here (Figure 5b) and in ref 87. In the M state, upon Arg82

isomerization, the pKa of the PRG is significantly shifted to be
below 7, as shown both experimentally and by our “early M”
simulation here, which allows proton release. Therefore, the
basic properties of bR can be readily explained by considering
pKa regulation of the PRG, which has a clearer thermodynamic
basis directly related to proton transfers. For example, the ob-
servation that proton release is delayed in the Ser193Alamutant82

can be readily explained: due to the lack of hydrogen-bonding
interaction between Ala193 and Glu204, the stabilization of the
deprotonated state is more affected than the protonated state,
thus the pKa of the PRG is expected to be further raised in the
Ser193Ala mutant, making it harder (thermodynamically) to
release the proton than in the WT. Along this line, we note that
even substituting Ser193 with a Cys will also have an effect similar
to the Ser193Ala mutation; this is because a thiol group is much
less effective than a hydroxyl group in terms of stabilizing a
carboxylate through hydrogen-bonding interactions (see Sup-
porting Information).

To sum up, our simulation and analyses suggest that the
“intermolecular proton bond”model for PRG in bR is consistent
with most available experimental data, although there remain
interesting experimental observations that deserve further anal-
ysis, especially concerning the temperature dependence of the
continuum band. From a technical point of view, we emphasize
that it remains difficult to quantitatively compare the calculated
and measured line shapes of continuum bands, which deserves

Figure 11. Potentials of mean force and solvation of Pro77 backbone from simulations at different temperatures. (a) PMF for the stored proton
between Glu194 and Glu204 using the asymmetric stretch coordinate (in Å). (b) PMF for the orientation of Ser193 between the “in” (right side) and
“out” (left side) configurations (also see Figure 10c,d); the reaction coordinate (in Å) is also an asymmetric stretch coordinate involving the Pro77
carbonyl and Ser193 side chain (see section 2.7). (c) Integrated number of H atoms in water around the carbonyl oxygen of Pro77.
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further developments and collaborative efforts between theory
and experiment. The qualitative conclusion from this study,
however, is robust by looking collectively at multiple types of
observables. Considering the polar environment of PRG and the
limited range of pKa shifts observed for proteins, we argue that
the “intermolecular proton bond” model is energetically more
physical than a “protonated water cluster” model and likely in-
volved in many proton pumping systems. For example, in cyto-
chrome c oxidase, the identity of the proton loading site (the
equivalent of the PRG in bR) remains elusive after many
experimental and computational studies because there is not an
obvious group in the relatively polar region that can reach an
apparent pKa of 9.

4 Examination of the crystal structure suggests
that propionate A of heme a3 is an interesting candidate because
it is spatially close to a conserved Asp residue; whether they act as
the loading site in a similar “intermolecular proton bond” fashion
is a fascinating possibility waiting to be evaluated.
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